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Introduction
In April 2018 the Life Changes Trust funded six Get Outdoors projects for up to
two years with the purpose of supporting projects and activities that
encourage and support people living with dementia and their unpaid carers
to spend more time outside.
This report is a summary of an independent evaluation of the Get Outdoors
projects, carried out on behalf of the Life Changes Trust from August 2019
until September 2020.
The aim of the overall evaluation is to assess whether and how outdoor
activities are creating better lives for people living with dementia and for
their unpaid carers. It also assesses the projects in terms of the challenges
and barriers they faced, their partnerships and sustainability
and specific learning around the benefits of spending time outside.
This summary captures the 'Magic Moments' experienced by those who took
part in the projects, with a brief summary of how each project worked.
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About the Get Outdoors projects
Sporting Memories is a charity that aims to unite older people, mainly men,
who used to enjoy sport, to come together and share memories and photos.
Their Get Outdoors project mainly centred around Wishaw South Bowls Club
and Beveridge Park Bowls Club in Kirkcaldy. The sessions included some
gentle sporting activity in the form of Lawn Bowls. In Wishaw and Kirkcaldy,
the project was co-ordinated by Sporting Memories staff and volunteers with
support from the bowling club. In total, they worked with 3 bowls clubs, 12
participants, 5 volunteers, one care home and its residents – offering a game
of bowls and an important social time of tea, biscuits and a good chat.
Instinctively Wild is a Community Interest Company that delivers projects in
outdoor learning, health and team building for a range of public and third
sector organisations. For the Get Outdoors programme they ran blocks of
eight week ‘eco-therapy’ sessions, using nature connection activities, indoors
and outdoors. The sessions ran from May 2018 until Spring 2020 and were
based in The Haining in Selkirk, Scottish Borders. People were referred to the
sessions by the NHS Borders Mental Health and Older Adults and
Occupational Therapy team. Around 9 people living with dementia
participated in each session along with their unpaid carers, volunteers and
NHS staff members.
The Froglife Trust (known as Froglife) is a national wildlife conservation charity
with a specific focus on reptiles and amphibians and their habitats. The
Green Pathways for life project adapted the aims and ethos
of Froglife (amphibian conservation) to a care home setting, with the
emphasis on creating nature-based activities which could take place indoors
or outdoors. The sessions ran from May 2018 to November 2019 in a range of
locations including two care homes, supporting sessions for people living with
dementia run by Alzheimer Scotland and Glasgow’s Golden Generation.
The sessions were developed and run by Louise Smith, the Learning Officer
for Froglife. They tended to be small sessions of around 4 or 5 people living
with dementia and supported by staff from the care homes or support
organisations.
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Evanton Wood is a community owned woodland managed by the local
community for the benefit of everyone. The community wood is 150 acres of
mixed woodland with numerous paths and trails with the main ones being
accessible for all abilities. Evanton Wood was designated by Paths for All in
2019 as the first 'Dementia Friendly' wood in Scotland. As part of the Get
Outdoors programme they ran an outdoor-based project for around 10
people living with dementia and their unpaid carers, volunteers and care
home staff. Participants spent time outside (or in the shelter when the
weather was poor) and in the wood, engaging in different activities,
including preparing and sharing food, music and crafts such as memory
quilts.
The Ecology Centre is an environmental, community-based charity which sits
on the edge of Kinghorn Loch in Fife. Their ‘Wide Open Doors’ project was
designed to extend the dementia friendly activities on offer and “provide a
safe and warm welcome for people living with dementia and their
families.” The project was based around activities in the Tool Shed such as
refurbishing tools which were then circulated back into use by a range of
project partners, or building raised beds where green-fingered
shedders got to work planting fruit and vegetables. Each session finished with
a social break time where shedders shared stories over a hot drink, home
baking and a freshly made lunch.
The Dumfries and Galloway project was an NHS-led initiative in Dumfries and
Galloway with three key elements. The first element supported a retired
farmers’ ‘social’ meetup club. The second two elements were
based around people living with dementia in care homes, development of
individual memory packs based around farming artefacts and
photos and also around visits to local working farms.
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Section 4: Magic Moments
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